
MEETERS
THE ONLIFE
COMMUNITY

A new way to meet
and do business.



The world has been changing rapidly.

The global health emergency has caused a 
whirlwind acceleration of the ways in which 
people meet and inform each other on the web. 

This has led to a rapid evolution of information 
technology, which today, allows us to reach 
thousands of people quickly.

We have all become accustomed to a new way 
of relating and interacting with people and 
companies, as well as using services.

A new evolution of Spaces and Relationships



The Fairs, before this radical change, were 
carried out mostly physically, with lots of people 
attending and meeting to do Business.

Later, with the impossibility due to 
circumstances, they tried to replicate the 
experience online, but often without success due 
to connection issues, unstable platforms, and 
few features.

3 separate environments: Fairs, Communities and Digital Platforms

Fairs



Communities were born with the appearance of 
the Internet to discuss topics of common 
interest or on the same subject. 

Meeters aims to integrate communities with 
business, creating new connections and 
opportunities.

Communities

3 separate environments: Fairs, Communities and Digital Platforms



Digital Platforms have always found a purpose at 
the corporate level: the company is no longer 
confined to a physical location and focused on its 
internal resources but is able to leverage third 
party resources to grow and compete more 
effectively.

By making these resources available to 
Communities to do business during events/trade 
shows, connections and opportunities are built 
without limits.

Digital
Platforms

3 separate environments: Fairs, Communities and Digital Platforms



MEETERS : the Onlife Community

Piattaforme
Digitali

Communities Fiere

That's how Meeters was born, the digital 
platform for Fairs, Events and Companies that 
want to create a Community to do Business. 



MEETERS is the fully customizable platform 
created to connect people in business. 

Useful for Fairs, Congresses and Events that 
need not to replicate the physical experience in 
digital but to give continuity to the physical, 
throughout the year.

Create your Community and welcome People 
and Companies from all over the world: acquire 
leads and increase business opportunities! 

MEETERS: the platform for the new way of doing business



Calendar Synchronization & 
Appointment Booking

The Main Functions

Administrator Dashboard and
Real-time analysis

Video calls &
Webinars

Direct connection to the 
user's social profiles

Business Card Exchange & 
Contacts

Environment for collecting 
and sharing material



The Community

Each Exhibitor has its own 
personalized stand

Moderators and 
Help Desk

Option of keeping the platform 
open 365 days a year

Managing a high number 
of users and participants

Ability to keep a history of 
activities / conferences all 
in one platform

Uploaded content available 
anytime, anywhere

Continuous interaction 
between people

Creation of Discussion Groups 
organized according to topics



The 
PLATFORM



Customizable homepage: standard or 3D



List of Exhibitors



Stand Detail - Showcase Exhibition and Services



Stand Detail - Team and Appointments



Events - List and Details



Search page with AI 



User Profile and Contact Requests



Creation and exchange of business cards
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